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Date Country Period Survey* Prior Date Country Period Survey* Prior

28 Mar US Mar -- 14.0 28-31 Mar KR Feb -- --

29 Mar US Mar 107.8 110.5 29 Mar VN Mar $0m -$2332m

JP Feb -- 1.2/2.8% VN Mar -- 8.5%

VN 1Q 5.2% 5.2%

30 Mar US 4Q T 7.1% 7.1% VN Mar -- 1.7%

US 4Q T 7.1% 7.0% VN Mar 2.1% 1.4%

US 4Q T -- 5.0% AU Feb 0.8% 1.8%

JP Feb -- 1.1% KR Mar -- 103.1

31 Mar US Mar-26 -- -- 30 Mar TH Mar-30 0.50% 0.50%

US Mar 58 56.3

US Feb 6.4%/5.5% 6.1%/5.2% 31 Mar CH Mar 50.0/50.6 50.2/51.6

EZ Feb -- 6.8% AU Feb 7.5% -27.9%

JP Feb P -- -0.5% IN 4Q -$23.7b -$9.6b

KR Feb 4.2% 4.3%

01 Apr US Mar 450k 678k TH Feb -- -$2204m

US Mar --/58.6 75.6/58.6

US Mar 3.7% 3.8% 01 Apr CH Mar -- 50.4

EZ Mar -- 5.8%/2.7% ID Mar 2.6%/2.3% 2.1%/2.0%

JP Mar F -- -- KR Mar -$688m $831m
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Bank of Thailand - Accommodation Needed For Longer

- This week, the Bank of Thailand will continue to hold their benchmark policy rates at 0.50% with 
renewed growth concerns and under the absence of broadening inflation.
- While supply side issues of higher energy prices together with base effects pushed headline inflation in 
Feb to 5.3% YoY, demand destruction from higher fuel and food prices is clearly the greater 
concern and higher policy rates worsening the servicing burdens of highly indebted households 
and corporates is certainly not in the BoT's calculus.
- The fear of disposable income erosion is evident in the government latest 10-point plan (released 
last week) to alleviate the impact of higher fuel prices. 
- First, the plan will amount to 70bn THB (~0.4% of GDP) and worsen the fiscal deficit situation. 
- Second, the reduction of social security contributions from 5% to 1% will allow more disposable 
incomes to be tapped on though notably leaving less for longer term needs as the reduction in 
contribution applies to both employers and employees . 
- Third, the diesel price ceiling at 30 baht will expire at the end of April and thereafter the government 
will subsidise just half of the increase. With the substantial weight of transportation in the CPI basket, the 
higher fuel prices will certainly pressure headline inflation further in Q2.  
- Other initiatives in the plan include measures to bolster incomes of the poorer households on 
welfare cards and also lessening the load on transport operators. 
- Monetary policy will serve to provide an accommodative macroeconomic environment to 
complement fiscal efforts which are already strained given the high levels of public debt.

•Survey results from Bloomberg, as of  18 Mar 2022;  The lists are not exhaustive and only meant to highlight key data/events.

Week-in-brief: Compromise, Not Regime Change 
- Hastening to clarify President Biden's impassioned, but unscripted, remarks that Putin "cannot 
remain in power", US and European allies have unequivocally ruled out strategies for regime 
change in Russia. This has dialed back risks of spiralling escalation of aggression between Russia 
and the Western allies; and could lend to relief amid growing hopes of truce talks.
- US clarification that there was no intended insinuation of regime change in Moscow being hatched 
sets that stage for compromises between Ukraine and Russia that could eventually lead to cease-
fire, perhaps even a stable truce.
- But this will require that, as a corollary, Russia's demands do not  include regime change in Kiev 
either. The other main sticking points may be around "armed neutrality" of Ukraine as well as Ukrainian 
territory that Russia may want ceded (Crimea, Donbas and other Eastern port cities).
- Meanwhile, there has been no regime change from aggressive Fed hawks in control. In fact, Fed 
speakers have doubled down on hawkish guidance on hikes and balance sheet run-off plans, with no 
room for compromise on the assault on inflation.
- This has driven brutal surge in UST yields (UST sell-off). Against this backdrop, the Greenback may 
be supported despite scope for relief rallies in risk assets and currencies.
- But China's uncompromising regime on COVID containment, with Shanghai in a two-stage lock-
down may dampen risk-taking within EM Asia as caution about supply-disruptions and demand 

Fed Trade-Offs & Tenacity
- The Fed is now in a position where it is forced to accept much harsher policy trade-offs as it 
doubles down on its tenacity with regards to inflation battles.
- The current policy tyranny is that, the Fed is now taunted by "demand destruction" embedded in 
these geo-political cost shocks may be compounded by its own tightening (hikes, QT, etc.)
- Nevertheless, the Fed is forced to "fight" even harder to anchor inflation expectations as Russia 
amplifies adverse cost shocks.
- Given that it has been caught wrong-footed by inflation, the Fed has little choice but to 
unwaveringly tighten initially to establish credibility. 
- Although beyond that, certainty around policy decisions stark to drop off dramatically; with the pace of 
tightening set to slow distinctly as a consequence (See Table below)
- Be that as it may, and all said, the Fed must accept a much higher cost (of tightening), and deal 
with magnified risks of policy miscalculations;
- Which leave the tenacious Fed on a knife's edge between recession risks on one side or run-away
inflation on the other.

Vietnam GDP - Growth Begins Entrenching

- Vietnam's Q1 GDP release is likely to print in the 3-4.5% range with some upside bias imparted from 
services recovery. With industrial production YTD (Feb) enjoying 5.4% YoY growth, manufacturing 
recovery took hold across a broad swathe of sectors.   
- While on the services front, retails sales up 1.7% YTD (Feb) alongside improved mobility levels bodes 
well for employment in the services sectors alongside mid-March seep in of tourists.
- On the expenditure front, downside bias could likely stem from external trade as the terms of trade 
worsens with rising import cost alongside economic recovery driving up import demand.  
- Looking ahead, tourism will look to support growth in Q2 as the region opens up .
- That said, constrains on growth may stem from geo-poltiical supply chain complications such as coal 
reliance, higher input cost eroding agriculture margins and raising food costs.

What to Make of Putin's RUB Gambit  
- Putin's demand for Russian gas sales to be settled in Russian roubles (RUB) is not a foolish 
tantrum trained on European buyers in spite of apparent self-harm; but a cunning gambit meant to 
frustrate sanctions, and intensify pain whilst elevating uncertainty for the West.
- To be sure, at face value, it is counter-intuitive to deny payments for gas in EUR (or USD) given a 
sanctioned nation is ordinarily starved of "hard currencies".
- But Russia's case is unique, especially given Europe's reliance on Russian energy imports.
- So much so that it is able to invert this into a prickly "Catch-22" for Europe.
- Thus, rather than self-harm from "hard currency" deprivation, Russia is able to twist Europe's arm 
into helping it circumvent sanctions on the central bank by getting Europe to buy in RUB; 
- which will have to be purchased with hard currencies from Russia's domestic market/CBR.
- If indeed imposed, this will not only create international demand for RUB, supporting the currency , but 
also frustrates with sanction compliance headaches.
- Particularly as buyers of Russian gas (in RUB) help CRB circumvent sanctions to access and 
deploy hard currencies that may be "locked" by sanctions on CBR.
- What's more, the sheer uncertainty cast over Russian gas contracts may inevitably drive Russian 
gas prices much higher. Especially as Europe's ability to substantially substitute Russian gas in a 
short time is a tall order.
- And to be sure, Putin's assurance to fulfil obligations as per contract peaks to Russian self -interest to 
transact the sales. Hence, Russia's gambit is that even if the RUB denomination/pricing tactic ultimately 
fails, at least in the short run;

i)  Russia extracts a much higher premium on its gas sales. And even if this is in   
EUR, money is fungible, and always welcome;
ii) European dependence will not evaporate overnight, and it may mitigate   
encumbrances on the central bank's assets.

- All said, and given Russia's self-interest not ultimately lose European gas demand; the actual
contract risks may be guided by brinksmanship that drive prices rather than self-destructive
denial of sales that dry up volume of Russian gas exports.

Indonesia CPI - Relief & "Single Point of Failure"

- With escalating global food prices, headline inflation in March is likely to pick-up towards the mid-
point of Bank Indonesia's 2-4% range while petrol price caps keep a lid on transport costs.
- The fuel subsidies will land on the books on Pertamina which in turn will be offset by the fiscal budget. 
The ability to withstand the higher spending relies on windfall revenue gains from higher royalities 
collection as prices of coal and other commodities continue to surge . 
- With a 20% weight on food in the CPI basket, authorities have indicated schemes to alleivate the pain of 
higher food prices is in the works, which will further increase the burden on fiscal budget. 
- The IDR's mild depreciation thus far has also relied on coal exports proping up their current 
account providing a backstop against Fed's tightening headwinds. 
- As a net oil importer, the higher crude prices may induce greater reliance on coal which still 
powers more than a third of Indonesia's energy needs ; which is set to increase amid the resumption of 
regional travel and associated activity pick-up. 
- Consequent tensions between domestic coal consumption and exports, will curtail IDR and 
inflation/fiscal cushion; potentially compromising macro-stability (inflation, fiscal and FX).
- In other words, coal represents a 'single point of failure', threatening to undermine inflation, fiscal and 
IDR stability; all of which are precariously intertwined to hold together macro-stability. 
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In the near term, improving services balance from tourism recovery is being increasingly 
negated by declining terms of trade on the goods front as energy price surge 

Goods Balance Services and Income Balance Current Account Balance

Source: CEIC, Mizuho Bank
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BSP - Of Price & Access
- While the BSP expectedly held policy rates constant, their forward guidance has turned more hawkish 
as they "stand ready to respond" to anchor inflation expectations. 
- The BSP also highlighted potential second round inflationary effects and upgraded inflation 
forecasts. This is in line with our view of a Q2 rate hike as price pressures mount alongside a depreciating 
PHP worsening imported inflation.
- Notably, the BSP has indicated the possibility of a cut in the RRR, which at first glance appears to 
contravene the idea of a rate hike. But given that lending growth remains some way below pre-
pandemic levels, the RRR cut is trained on ensuring access to liquidity and credit , which is a key 
complement to measured rate hikes that lift the price of money.
- Point being, the BSP is acutely wary that (and thus looking to avert) compromised access to, rather 
than the price of, money hijacking monetary transmissions (or lackthererof).



Forex Rate Bond Yield (%)

% Chg^ Week Forecast 25-Mar 2-yr Chg (bp)^

USD/JPY 2.42% 117.00 ~ 125.00 USD 2.270 33.4

EUR/USD -0.62% 1.085 ~ 1.115 GER -0.153 20.8

USD/SGD 0.11% 1.3480 ~ 1.3680 JPY -0.034 -0.2

USD/THB 0.75% 32.90 ~ 33.80 SGD 1.689 25.7

USD/MYR 0.34% 4.176 ~ 4.220 AUD 1.550 18.8

USD/IDR 0.04% 14,280 ~ 14,420 GBP 1.397 21.0

JPY/SGD -2.21% 1.078 ~ 1.169 Stock Market

AUD/USD 1.35% 0.730 ~ 0.767

USD/INR 0.53% 75.5 ~ 76.9

USD/PHP -0.38% 51.9 ~ 52.8

^ Changes are on weekly basis
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FX: Buoyed, Not Brash USD

- A build-up of hawkish Fed expectations, now drumming up the odds of at least one 50bps hike (and a

cumulative 75-100bps of hikes) by the June FOMC, has boosted the Greenback (to sub-99 levels as per

USD Index). But it is important to note that this is measured buoyancy and not a brash and indiscriminate

bullish USD wave that is mowing down all currencies in its path.

- In particular, commodity currencies such as the BRL, ZAR, AUD, NOK and NZD have outperformed;

ostensibly pointing to markets isolating commodity price boost from the geo-political risks.

- With focus shifting to increased (albeit at the margin) incentives for Russia to arrive at a truce and

cease-fire in Ukraine (including a de-escalation of sanctions dangled by Europe), there could be more relief

for FX markets from a bullish USD; as part of wider "risk on", if so.

- But that is not the same as calling for a broad-based USD pullback. Afterall, we are not quite out of the

geo-political woods nor will bets on hawkish Fed square with sustained USD declines.

- Instead, consolidation and re-calibration may be the default for FX markets.

- What's more, COVID-related China headwinds may dampen aspiring EM Asia FX bulls.

- Specifically, the imposition of two-stage lock-downs in Shanghai will bear down on EM Asia FX via three

channels. First, via commodity demand (hence, price) dampening. Second, via knock-on regional supply-chain

disruptions. Finally, via risks of further retardation of tourism/travel resumption.

- Especially if the PBoC continues to subdue CNY in the daily rate setting. But this is unlikely to translate

into a devastation of EM Asia FX. Instead, it will be more of a dampener that gets in the way of more

unbridled gains should risk sentiments deliver tailwinds for EM Asia FX.

- And so, USD bears-in-waiting will have to be careful not to hastily go all in even on USD dips; as

underlying fundamentals remain conducive for a buoyant, if not firmer USD.

US Treasuries: Too Fast, Too Furious?

- A raft of hawkish rate outlook by an entire spectrum of Fed speakers, with Fed Chair Powell in 

leaning for a 50bps hike in May, set off a "fast and furious" rally in UST yields with 2Y 

yields up ~33bps (2.27%) and 10Y yields up ~32bps (2.47%).

- And despite some dampening from higher inflation expectations (10Y breakevens rising 

~8bps from 2.90% to 2.98%) real US yields also rose significantly by some 24bps to -

0.51%; markedly less negative than the -1.08% at at end-2021.

- Question is, whether the surge in UST yields have been "too fast, too furious"?

- Especially if surge past 2% is "2 fast, 2 furious", surging from 1.7-1.8% (for 10Y USTs) and 

1.4-1.5% (2Y) at start-March to 2.47% and 2.27% respectively.  

- Admittedly, yield upswing is amplified by pared back geo-political risk aversion 

conspiring with more "front-loaded" hawkish expectations; as OIS markets price in an 

additional 75-100bps of hikes by mid-2022 (following the 25bps hike in March).

- Nevertheless, despite the cocktail of inflation risks and attendant Fed hawkishness, "too fast, 

too furious" may be tempered to more measured and durable yield lift from a 'Kokomo Fed' 

that is looking to "get there fast, and then take it slow".

- And so, 2Y and 10Y yields are likely to consolidate 2.10%-2.38% and 2.26%-2.55%; as the 

flattening bias remains despite near-term re-assessments.  
JPY: Backstopped on "Too Much, Too Soon" Depreciation?
- Last week, we suggested that the USD/JPY had many reasons to be buoyed; from resurgent UST 
yields highlighting the Fed-BoJ divergence to inconveninetly high energy prices threatening to trigger 
sharp deterioration in the external account as well as further erode real returns.
- But 122-123 USD/JPY suggests "too much, too soon" JPY depreciation. 
- A 2.6% drop in the JPY over last week renders it the worst-performing G20 currency by a long 
shot. And a 6% decline in the JPY since Ukraine's invasion (vs. 23 Feb) means JPY has only out -
performed RUB (-18.3%) and TRY (-6.9%).
- This smacks of overdone moves that ought to re-calibrate at some point; especially as BoJ's 
resistance to excessive JPY weakness and backflow of outward investments start to temper the 
downward pressures on the JPY.
- So, JPY may be backstopped for now amid sub-121 to low-123 consolidation. 

EUR: No Relief
- Last week, the EUR's 0.3% dip to stay below 1.10 amid a backdrop of a softer USD trend within G10
highlights the geo-political dark clouds over the horizon.
- This week, healthy labour market signals (unemployment rate) and EZ CPI exceeding
expectations may send the pair above 1.11 on hawkish ECB bets.
- Nevertheless, such rallies may be short-lived given stagflation worries and increasing tensions
between US and Russia while fighting in Ukraine continues.
- Barring surprise peace resolutions, the EUR will remain bias on the downside below 1.10.

SGD: Shallow Dips
- As we had expected, last week, USD/SGD undertook a period of consolidation with infrequent
testing of 1.36 with both CNH resilience and MAS policy convergence restraining amid a lack of haven
demand.
- Amid regional reopening, there remains some scope for SGD appreciation to see the USD/SGD
easing towards 1.35, though the process may be bumpy given the pull of higher US yields.
- In addition, signs of CNH/CNY easing to support the Chinese economy may add a soft touch to the
SGD and allow shallow testing of 1.36 though durability will hinge on geo-politcal concerns.

AUD: Opposing Forces

- The AUD staged a strong march upwards past 0.75 levels; the surge is synonymous with the 10% rise

in Brent Crude (amongst wider commodity appreciation) in the past week.

- No end is yet in sight for the conflict between Russia and Ukraine, which continues to bolster
commodities across the board. The only thing certain, is that the cone of uncertainty remains wide.
- Periods of exuberance will be underpinned by high commodity prices, whereas the diametrically
opposed outcome (bearish) will be created by hawkish and “safe-haven” demand for the USD, or
perhaps expectations of a ceasefire/resolution.
- In the meantime, while continued creep up remains the base case, further upside engendered from
commodity surge/conflict escalation is then restrained by safe haven demand at mid-0.76.
- Dips below 0.74 on peace talks and commodity leakages from Russia.

With acknowledgements of contributions from our Research Associate Matthew Ng
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